This class will be using EEE Evaluations. This primer gives you the basic info you need to know to get started; your instructors/TAs will tell you more.

**What is Evaluations?**
Online evaluations allow students to privately submit feedback to their instructors and TAs to help improve teaching methods for future classes. All responses are anonymous.

**Where is Evaluations?**
Evaluations is on the EEE website:
https://eee.uci.edu/

To access Evaluations, login to EEE and click the "Evaluate" link under this class on your MyEEE page. Or, click the "ToolBox" link in the upper-left of any EEE page, then click the "Evaluations" link under "Assessment."

**Evaluation Results**
Beginning Fall 2012, quantitative results for participating faculty are available at http://evaluations.eee.uci.edu

**Basic Instructions**
**Complete an Evaluation:**
1. In Evaluations, locate your class under “Evaluations You May Take.”
2. Click “Evaluate” and continue to “Take Evaluation” after reviewing the information.
3. Fill in the form and carefully review your responses before submitting.

**Anonymity:**
Responses are anonymous and confidential.

Instructors and TAs cannot view midterm evaluation results until the evaluation has closed, and cannot view final evaluation results until after the Registrar’s final grade submission deadline.

**More Info**
Step-by-Step Instructions
https://eee.uci.edu/help/eval/students/

EEE Support
Web: https://eee.uci.edu/contact/
Email: eee@uci.edu
Phone: (949) 824-2222